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ABSTRACT

The specifications of a design of vapour refrigeration system to be fitted to a refrigerated
ISO (International Standard Organization) intermodal container (40 feet) were determined.
Following standard refrigeration principles and different aspect of design, the performance
parameters such as compressor work and condenser load together with the actual cycle and
coefficient of performance for the system were determined. It was found that the total heat load
capacity of the system is 5.6 TR with maximum C.O.P. of 2.83. Ammonia-NH3 (R717) was
identified as the most suitable refrigerant owing to it numerous advantages over CFCs and
HCFCs.
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INRODUCTION
Transport refrigeration systems are mostly used when moving frozen/chilled beverage
and food products. Transport refrigeration can be categorized into three classes namely;
(a) Road vehicle: Involves transporting cargo using trucks or vans. The vehicles have built-in
refrigeration system
(b) Ships: Transporting goods on refrigerated cargo ships or passenger liners
(c) Intermodal containers: Cargo is loaded on refrigerated reefer containers often loaded on
Transit trailers or Lorries.
Cargo transportation systems have varied ambient temperature conditions dictated by the
routes used. Most intermodal containers operate in temperatures ranging from -40°C to +50°C.
Intermodal containers have built in vapour compressors (Chaudhary, & Sharma, 2014). As soon
as a container is loaded on a cargo ship it is then linked to the vessel’s electricity supply. When a
container is boarded on a transit trailer it is linked to the main engine or an auxiliary gasoline
generator.
A vapour compression refrigeration cycle comprises of an evaporator, compressor,
condenser, and expansion valve. Vapour-compression refrigeration cycle is the most commonly
system used system. A refrigerant is diffused through the compressor where it is cooled to a
saturated liquid inside the condenser (Chaudhary, & Sharma, 2014). Thereafter it’s chocked to an
evaporator pressure where it vaporizes while absorbing heat energy from the refrigerated space
as shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1 Vapour Compression Refrigeration Cycle
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Analysis of vapour compression cycle diagram
A vapour compression cycle consists of four phases as represented in figure 2 below

Figure 2 T-S and P-h diagram of a vapor-compression refrigeration cycle.
12 Isentropic Compression: Refrigerant from evaporator is compressed isentropically inside
a compressor unit by an outside energy source with concomitant increase in temperature and
pressure.
Compressor Work (Wc)= h2-h1
23 Condensation: Compressor lets out the vapour to the condenser where it is completely
condensed .Heat transfer from the refrigerant to cooling medium is not allowed
. Condenser Load (Qc) =h2-h3
34 Expansion: Refrigerant then goes via an expansion valve and throttled leading to a drop in
temperature and pressure while enthalpy remains constant (h3=h4 throttling expansion).
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41 Evaporation: Liquid refrigerant goes into an evaporator extracting heat from the item to be
cooled. As a result of absorbing the extract heat, liquefied refrigerant vaporizes, entering into the
compressor. Refrigeration Effect (Qe)=h1-h4

DESIGN METHODOLOGY
Details of ISO (International Standard Organization) intermodal container (40 feet)
External Dimensions in metrics 12.192 m x2.438 mx 2.591 m
Internal Dimensions in metrics 12.032 m x2.352 mx2.385 m
Maximum gross weight 30,400 kg
Empty weight 3,800 kg
Net load 26,600 kg
Layout of the ISO Intermodal Container (40 Feet)
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Data collection
Types of data to be collected
i)

Basic Design Data- Gives specifications of container capacity, atmospheric situation
around container, item temperature and loading frequency

Outside dry-bulb temp: +40°C (max.)
Outside wet-bulb temp: +30°C (max.)
Product Temperature at the time of loading: 15°C to 20°C
Total storage capacity=26600kg=26.6MT
Container Size (Storage area): 12.032 m x 2.352 mx2.385 m (LengthxWidthxHeight)
Loading Rate: 4% to 5% of the total storage capacity /day
Cross section area for each side of the container
Side

Top

Bottom

Side11

Side 12

Side21

Side22

Area (m2)

28.30

28.30

5.61

5.61

28.70

28.70

ii)

Commodity Storage Requirements data- Information on kind of product often the
high value cargo

Type of Commodities/Produce:

High Value cargo

Assume that Air Circulation (CMH/MT of cargo): 50
Ventilation (Air Changes/Day): 1-3
CO2 Range (PPM): 2000-4000
Max Storage period (months): 6-8
Daily loading rate (MT/day): 26600
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Cold container Dry bulb (DB in °C ): 1-5 oC
Cold Container Relative Humidity (%): 95-98
Volumetric calculation of container
Volume of chamber= 12.032 m x 2.352 mx2.385 m=67.49m3
Volume of cargo for 26,600 kg
Density = (mass/volume)
Assuming that density of cargo is 650kg/m3
Volume= (26600)/ (650) =40.92m3
The volume of cargo for 26600kg is 65% of total volume. The remaining 35% is for handling,
loading, unloading and air circulation.
Heat Load Determination
The total heat load comprises of the magnitude of heat energy to be expelled from the
container during a specified period and is dependent on heat leakage load and heat usage
(Estrada-Flores, 2016).
i)

Heat Leakage Load refers to the total amount of heat that disappears through the
container walls per unit time.

ii)

Heat Usage Load is the sum of the following heat loads per unit of time; product
load, air changes load, respiration load, equipment load and human occupancy load.

COOLING LOAD DETERMINATION
Cooling Load = Container transmission load + Air change load + Product load + Respiration
load + Human occupancy load+ Equipment load.
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Container transmission load
Refers to total amount of heat that lost through the walls of the refrigerated intermodal container
per unit time (usually kW)
Container transmission load = (UxAxΔT) kJ/s
Where A = surface area of the container (m²);
U = the overall coefficient of transmission (W/ m²°C);
and
ΔT = the temperature difference (°C)=(40-1)=39oC
Taking coefficient of heat transfer U = 0.4 W/(m² x K). Coefficient of heat transfer is same on all
sides of the container-same material
Heat gain through Top Side with area A=28.3 m²
Q=UxAx ΔT
Q= 0.4x28.3x39
Q= 0.44 kW
Heat gain through Bottom Side of area, A=28.3 m²
Q=UxAx ΔT
Q= 0.4x28.3x39
Q= 0.44 kW
Heat gain through Side11 wall of area A=5.61 m²
Q=UxAx ΔT
Q= 0.4x5.61x39
Q= 0.09 kW
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Heat gain through Side12 wall of area A=5.61 m²
Q=UxAx ΔT
Q= 0.4x5.61x39
Q= 0.09 kW
Heat gain through Side21 wall of area A=28.7 m²
Q=UxAx ΔT
Q= 0.4x28.70x39
Q= 0.45kW
Heat gain through Side22 wall of area A=28.7 m²
Q=UxAx ΔT
Q= 0.4x28.70x39
Q= 0.45kW
Air change heat load.
Air that enters a refrigerated space must be cooled. Air has weight and it also contains
heat. When air enters the refrigerated space, heat must be removed
ACL=Vx ACD x (houtside-hinside)xρ
Where ACL = Air change load due to door opening, infiltration and ventilation etc. (kW);
V = Volume of the container (m³)=40.92m2
h = Enthalpy of air (kJ/kg);
ρ = Density of air (kg/m³)=1.12 kg/m³
ACD = Air change per day, number of times= 2/day (Assumed)
At Toutside=40 oC and 50% RH value of houtside=105kj/kg
At Tinside= 1oC and 95% RH value of hinside=12kj/kg
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ACL=40.92x2x(105-15)x1.12=0.048kW
Product heat load
Any item warmer than the refrigerator is stored where it will lose heat until it cools to the
temperature of refrigerator. That heat is product heat load.
Q= MxCxΔT
Where Q= the quantity of heat in kW
M=mass of product in kg
C= the specific heat of cargo above freezing kJ/kg K
ΔT = the temperature difference (°C)
Loading Rate: 10% of the total storage capacity /day. 2,660 kg daily for 10 days.
M=2660 kg/day
C= 3.2 kJ/kg K
ΔT = (15-1) (°C)
Q=1.38KW
Respiration load
Perishable products like fruits and vegetables are still alive after harvesting and continue
to undergo changes while in storage .The more important of these change are produced by
respiration, a process during which oxygen from the air combine with the carbohydrates in the
plant tissue and results in the release of CO2 and heat (Kopecka e tal.,2015). The heat release
called respiration heat in such case heat gain is compute by the following equation.
Q=Mx(respiration heat)
Where Q= the quantity of heat in kW
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M=mass of product in kg=26600kg
Respiration heat= 0.0325 kJ/kg hr
Q=0.24kW
Miscellaneous load
The miscellaneous load consists primarily of the heat given off by lights and electric
motor operating in the space and by people working in the space (Arduino 2015). The following
calculations are made to determine the miscellaneous heat gain.
i) Equipment load :-(From lighting, evaporators etc.)
Light: = (wattage) (number of hour) kW
Electric motors= (Factor) (horse power) (number of hours)
Here it is assumed that 3 KW is required for this purpose so the equipment loads
Q=3kW
ii) Human Occupancy Load
Human Occupancy Load= (heat equivalent/ person) (number of people)(number of hours)
Assuming number of occupants working in cold storage be 2 and working for 8 hours in a day.
The amount of heat dissipated by them is .24KW at 4 °C (each). Hence human occupancy load is
given by
Q = (2x8x0.24x3600) / (24x3600)
Q= 0.16 kW
TOTAL COOLING LOAD = Heat transmission through container walls + Air change load +
Product load + Respiration load + Human occupancy + Equipment load
Total cooling Load = 18.05kW
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Total cooling Load =5.12 TR (since 3.5kw=1TR)
Considering 10% factor of safety,
Total cooling load = 5.6TR
DESIGN OF COLD STORAGE MECHANICAL SYSTEM
Let’s consider simple vapour compression refrigeration system
The design criteria is to maintain a high value cargo at a temperature of -60°C, with an
ambient conditions which can be up to 40° C. The condenser temperature depends on
atmospheric temperature that is maximum temperature in summer. The evaporator temperature
depends on inside cold storage temperature. Assume that there are 50C of superheating at a
suction of compressor

Figure 3 Refrigeration cycle and Draw T-s and P-h diagram with super heating at suction of compressor.
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Refrigerant selection
When designing a refrigeration system, there are several refrigerants from which to
choose. The right choice of refrigerant depends on the situation at hand. The most
common refrigerants are: R717, R-11, R-12, R-22, R-134a, and R-502
i)

R12: CCl2F2 dichlorofluoromethane, used for refrigeration systems at higher
temperature levels- typically, water chillers and air conditioning (banned due to ozone
layer effects)

ii)

R22: CHClF2 has less chlorine, a little better for the environment than R12 - used for
lower temperature applications

iii)

Ammonia-NH3 (R717)- Application temperature range is low and medium. Its ODP
and GWP are 0. It is not compatible with copper, so it cannot be used in any system
with copper pipes. Ammonia is poisonous in high concentrations. An ammonia-based
refrigeration systems costs 10-20% less to build than one that uses CFCs because
narrower-diameter piping can be used.

iv)

R134a is used mainly in transportation of chilled products only and in large systems
(over 250 kW) that can afford the higher costs. Application temperature range is low
and medium.

v)

R404A is the most commonly used refrigerant nowadays because it enables good
energy efficiency to be achieved when transporting chilled as well as frozen products,
and it is a well-known fact that ATP class C multipurpose vehicles represent the
majority (63%) of refrigerated vehicles. [citation12]. Application temperature range is
low and medium. The problem with R404A is that it has a GWP of 3260 and that the
transport application leads to significant leakage.
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vi)

R410A is another refrigerant used. The high temperature at the end of the
compression process requires the injecting of liquid refrigerant into the suction line,
thus lowering the system’s COP.

Many factors need to be considered when choosing a refrigerant:
Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) , Global Warming Potential (GWP): CFC
(chlorofluorocarbons) refrigerants allow more ultraviolet radiation into the earth’s
atmosphere by destroying the protective ozone layer and thus contributing to the greenhouse
effect that causes the global warming. As a result the use of some CFCs (e.g. R-11, R-12,
and R-115) are banned by international treaties (McIntyre 2014).
Combustibility: all hydro-carbon fuels, such as propane leak detectability: the refrigerant
saturated pressure at the evaporator should be above Patm.
Thermal factors: The heat of vaporization of the refrigerant should be high. The higher hfg, the
greater the refrigerating effect per kg of fluid circulated. The specific heat of the refrigerant
should be low (Brosnan, & Sun, 2001). The lower the specific heat, the less heat it will pick up
for a given change in
temperature during the throttling or in flow through the piping, and consequently the
greater the refrigerating effect per kg of refrigerant. The specific volume of the refrigerant should
be low to minimize the work required per kg of refrigerant circulated since evaporation and
condenser temperatures are fixed by the temperatures of the surroundings. Selection is based on
operating pressures in the evaporator and the condenser (Meng et al., 2016).
Other desirable characteristics of refrigerant are: non-flammable, being chemically stable,
and be available at low cost.
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Considering the above numerous advantages of ammonia, I choose it as the most appropriate
refrigerant.
Table 1 Saturated property of Ammonia

Temperature
0C

Pressure
in Bar

vf(m3/kg)

vg
(m3/kg)

hf(kj/kg)

hg (kj/kg)

sf
(kj/kgk)

sg
(kj/kgk)

-60

0.4086

1.425

2.6265

-43.94

1372.32

-0.1922

6.1543

40

15.55

1.726

.0833

371.47

1472.02

1.3579

4.8728

COEFFICIENT OF PERFORMANCE (C.O.P)
Compressor work = (h2- h3)
Refrigeration effect = (h1-h4)
Condenser load = (h2 – h3)
Coefficient of Performance (cop) of system =( refrigeration effect /compressor work )
Horse power needed is calculated from;
COP = (Total TR / Power) and (3.5kw cooling load=1TR)
Mass flow Rate needed for refrigeration effect is calculated from;
Tonne of refrigeration (TR)=mr (h1 – h4)
At -600C Cp = 1.209 kj/kg k
Cp at 400C = 4.999 kj/kg k
Total cooling load for 26600Kg = 5.6 TR
Process 1-2 isentropic compression
S1 = S2
(sg + cp ln ( Tsup/ Tsat) ) -600c = ( sg + cp ln ( Tsup/ Tsat) )
Tsat=400c
Tsup= 950C
Now
h1 = hg1 + cp (Tsup- Tsat)
h1 = 947.45 kj/kg
Now
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h2 = hg2 + cp (Tsup- Tsat )
h2 = 1227.43 kj/kg
Process 3-4 isenthalpic expansion.
h3 = hf3 = h4 = 154.65 kj/kg
COP = (refrigeration effect / work done)
Refrigeration effect = (h1 – h4) = 792.8 kj/kg
Work done = (h2 – h1) = 279.98 kj/kg
COP = 2.83
Horse power needed to produce 5.6 TR
COP = (Total TR / Power)
2.83 = ((5.6×3.5)/ Power)
Power = 6.93 kW
Power = 9.29HP
For safe limit HP take 20% more than calculated.
So
Total power = 11.15HP
Calculation for mass flow needed for 5.6TR
TR = mr(h1 – h4)
mr = 0.025 kg/s
Mass Flow rate, mr = 89 kg/hr
Design of compressor
At state no 1 (T=-60oC) specific volume vg1 = 2.63 m3/kg
Volumetric flow rate = mr × vg1
Volumetric flow rate = 234.07 m3 /hr
Assumed volumetric efficiency= 80%
Actual volume flow rate will = Theoretical volume flow rate x efficiency
=234.07x0.8=187.26m3/hr
Assume there is single compressor having capacity 11.15HP have 4 cylinder and the ratio of L/D
(length of stroke / bore diameter)=1.5 and RPM range from 500 to 1000.
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So Actual volume flow rate = no of cylinder×(π/4)×D2×L×RPS
D = 2.0 cm
L = 3.0 cm
Design of condenser
Condenser load Qc = evaporator load + work of compressor
Qc = 105 +6.93
Qc = 111.93 kW
Now assume that initial temperature of water Ti =20 0C and after passing condenser tube its final
temperature Tf= 29 0C so rise in temperature will be 9oC
Calculation of mass flow rate of water required for condenser load.
Qc = mw×Cp×(Tf – Ti )
mw = 2.46 kg/s
mw = 8856 kg/hr
In gallon per minute (GPM)
Volume = 38.99 gpm
Now assume that there are 8 number of tube in condenser so gpm per tube
Gpm per tube = 38.99/8
Gpm per tube = 4.87
Design of Throttling Device
Throttling device must be capable of expanding 187.26 m3/hr and must operate in the pressure
range of 0.4086 bars to 15.55 bars.
Design of Evaporator
Assuming Cargo need minimum 50 Cubi Feet per Minute, CFM/MT
Total CFM for 26600kg = 50 ×26.6= 1,330 CFM
If there are 3 units of industrial air cooler use so each unit CFM will be = 443.33
And air volume each unit = 752.68 m3 / h which is the industrial cooler requirement max rang of
air volume
Mass flow rate control (ammonia) = 89 kg/h
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RESULTS
I have designed the refrigeration system to be fitted to a refrigerated ISO (International Standard
Organization) intermodal container (40 feet). It includes the design of compressor, condenser,
throttling device and evaporator cooling unit. The specifications are as follows;

Heat load calculation data
. Heat source Heat Load
Table 2 Heat load result

Heat source

Heat Load (kW)

1

Heat gain through top side

0.44

2

Heat gain through bottom side

0.44

3

Heat gain through side11

0.09

4

Heat gain through side12

0.09

5

Heat gain through side21

0.45

6

Heat gain through side22

0.45

7

Air change heat load

0.048

8

Product load

1.38

9

Respiration load

0.24

10

Human occupancy load

0.16

11

Equipment load

3

12

Total heat load

18.05
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Total load

5.6TR

Refrigeration cycle calculations data
Table 3 Refrigeration cycle result

Name

Result

1

Enthalpy at suction of compressor ( h1)

947.45kJ/kg

2

Enthalpy at exit of compressor ( h2)

1227.43kJ/kg

3

Enthalpy at exit of condenser ( h3)

154.65kJ/kg
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4

Enthalpy at entry of evaporater ( h4)

154.65kJ/kg

5

Coefficient of performance (C.O.P)

2.83

6

Refrigerant mass flow rate ( mr )

89kg/hr

Design calculation result of compressor
Table 4 Compressor result

Compressor specification

Result

1

Actual volume flow rate Va1

187.26m3/hr

2

Reciprocating compressor capacity

11.15HP

3

Number of cylinder

4

4

RPM range

500-1000

5

Bore diameter

2cm

6

Length of stoke

3cm

Design calculation result of condenser
Table 5 Condenser result

Condenser specification

Result

1

Condenser load Qc

111.93kW

2

mass flow rate of water required for condenser load Qw

8856 kg/hr

3

Number of tube

8

4

Outside diameter of condenser

Design calculation result of throttling device
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Table 6 Throttling result

S no

Specification of throttling device

Result

1

Design pressure at entry of throttle

15.55 bar

2

Design pressure at exit of throttle

0.4086 bar

Design calculation result of evaporator
Table 7 Evaporator result

Specification of evaporator

Result

1

CFM for 26600kg

1330CFM

2

Number of industrial air cooler

3

3

Air volume each unit

752.68m3/h

4

Mass flow rate control (ammonia )

89kg/hr

CONCLUSION
The designed refrigeration system has total heat load capacity of 5.6 TR with maximum C.O.P.
of 2.83. The choice Ammonia refrigerant was clearly highlighted based on various criteria
(Lütjen et al.,2012). With the indicated specifications on the various components; the
evaporator, condenser, compressor, it is with no doubt that the design process is justifiable.
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